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M.Sc. (CBCS) DEGREE EXAMINATION,
NOVEMBER 2019.

First Semester

Chemistry - Core

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY _ I
(For those who joined in July 2017 onwards)

- Time : Three hours Maximum : 7b marks

PARTA-(10x1=10marks)

Choose therorrect answer :

1. The number of electrons in the oro molecular

orbital in Nz* is

(a) 3 (b) 0
(c) I (d) 2

2. Among the following paramagnetic species is

(a) Bz (b) Cz

(c) Oz (d) Co





8. Elerfrents that formbxocations are

(a) Lairthanides &) Actinides

(c) Noble gases (d) Alkali metals.

9. . The reaction uB& ->n Bes takes place due to

- (a) a- decay (b) B - decay

(c) electron capture (d) positron decay

10. Which of the following is used as neutron absorber
in nuclear reactors?

(a) Water (b) Deuterium

(c) Uranium (d) Cadmium

PARTB-(5x5=25marks)

" Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or G).
Each answer should not exceed 250 words.

11. (a) Describe the structures of XeO1, XeO2Fz?

Or

' (b) Calculate the lattice enerry of NaCl crystal
with help of Born lande equation?

t-+ - --tL. - L = 1, e =.4.8x108esu, N - 6.0238x10rt,
to =2.76xL08 cm, A - L,7 476)
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PARTC (5x8=40marks)

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b)
Each answer should not exceed 600 words.

16.. (a) Arccount on'M.O. diagram of hetronuclear
,diatomic molecule with example.

Or

(b) Give a detailed account on Kapustinski

r equation and bent rule?

17. (a). Explain the four concepts of acid and bases?

Or

(b) Write the reactions taking place in liquid
sulphur.dioxide?

18. (a) Describe the crystal structure of zinc blende?

Or

(b) .Write the briefly optical and electrical
properties of semiconductors?

19 (a) Explain **"t:"rand actinides contraction?

*r, 
"t#Jfi:*similarities 

between lanthanide and -
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